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About This Game

* NOTE: THIS GAME IS STILL IN DEVELOPMENT. BATTLE ROYALE & TRAFFICKING MODES ARE STILL IN
DEVELOPMENT. SCROLL DOWN TO BATTLE ROYALE TEST SERVER FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT

BATTLE ROYALE PLAYABILITY *

Explore the depths of the international narcotics trade by engaging in combat as either a member of one of the most dangerous
cartels or as an elite member of one of the world's Military DEA units. Your first customizable character that will be available is

your Military DEA character.

ONLINE PLAY: Experience intense, first person action as either a special Military DEA operative or choose the other side of
the drug war and play as a member of the cartels.

TRÁFICO's main game mode 'CHAOS' features a vast open world that engage players in direct combat with each other online.
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'CHAOS' GAME MODE FEATURES:

* Online multiplayer team-based combat & FFA combat (up to 100 players per server!)

* First & third person perspectives

* Large open world map

* Respawnable map locations

* Lootable weapons hidden throughout the environment

* First location: Cerros, Peru

TRÁFICO aims to further the scope and vision of what is possible in competitive shooters. Bring your A game!

DEVELOPERS: Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez, Sean A. Bauer
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Title: TRAFICO
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Lorenzo Games, Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez
Publisher:
Lorenzo Games, Michael L. Fiorentino Gutierrez
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel i3 4160 / AMD A-4000 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 (2 GB) / Radeon r7 250 (2 GB) or equivalent

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: 5.1

English
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Note: I backed this game on the Kickstarter.

In Gray Skies, Dark Waters you play as Lina Garrett, daughter of Vivan and Robert Garret and also eldest sister to Violet, Gus
and Merle Garrett. The family lives happily together, until the mother, Vivian, suddenly disappears. A year goes on and no one
can figure out, why and how Vivian went missing. In the game you try to figure out the reason for her disappearance. You do it
by interacting with other family members and finding clues. While you do your research, you also build-up the relationship
between Lina's family members.

The game has pretty interesting story. The developers promised that choices really do matter in the game. Unfortunately I only
played the game once and then loaded old file to see some of the different endings, so I can't tell, how much the first choices
matter. I can say that at least final choices do matter for the ending. I was pretty happy about the different endings.

Gray Skies, Dark Waters is pretty short game. The bacground visuals are really good looking and hand-drawn, but characters of
the game do look little odd and animations are stiff. Voice acting is not very good either. The thing is that this game had only
2,404$ Kickstarter. For that small Kickstarter, I was suprised that the game even got voice acting. Still the game is really
relaxing and interesting. It is first game from Green Willow Games, LLC.

I might not have found everything the game has to offer and I only fully played it once, but still unfortunately I'm not sure, if I
can recommend the game for 7€. I really loved the story, but it really is short (though you could play it multiple times, I think)
and you can see that it's not te♥♥♥♥♥ally too special. I still would like to recommend playing the game some day. I really do
hope, that Green Willow Games, LLC will continue making games.. I do like the game but there are a lot of clitches . I have ben
stuck in rocks , holes and I couldent get out of the water for 3 days ! Watching people play it on U TUBE is the only way I have
any clue to what was is going on . only thing I found out on my own was the LION . and he has killed me a few times ,. Nothing
but trial and error. Sometimes with amusing results, but never exciting.
My review is about as complex as the game.. Very enjoyable game! I highly recommend it for a nice and deep strategic
experience. pretty useless. i found some drivers for my laptop that i didnt find anywhere else
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How do I get it to play with 2 players from one PC? It says press "K" to join, but nothing happens. Do you need controllers for
it?. Hm I give this one an 'ok' rating.

Fairly obvious who did it, you replay the same puzzle every time you have to get into a certain door, lots of pointless walking,
not scary at all...Just generally not much to do in this game but translate Italian to English.. DON'T BUY THIS GAME. THE
DRM SERIAL ACTIVATION PREVENTS IT FROM LAUNCHING.. Super fun game that is easy to pick up and play with
family and friends, has plenty of game modes to keep things fresh, has a real windjammers esq feel where you can make big
outplays, without preventing upset moments.

Highly recommend.. The SJW version of Super Seducer.

Pathetic.. It's actually pretty good. - the graphics and gameplay are solid. When I was abke to find multiplayer, it seemed good
as well. It does have flaws: the sound and music (and announcer) could be better e.g. there's a seagull sample loop that is just
sloppily pasted on the audio canvas; the power-ups and coin pick-ups don't blend with what is a "semi-realistic" style - too
nintendo 64. There are 3 different career modes - runabout, ski, and freestyle (i.e. tricks) which give it variety .I haven't played
it enough to tell whether the maps get repetititive, but overall it's a good game.. its good still like i remember it
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